
Proposal for:   Defensive Rat Lines
Prepared By:   Planning
Date:    March 21, 2016

The Problem: 

We need to provide protected interior lines at the front gate for both withdrawal and 
reinforcement.

Assumptions:

The lines must give at least visual protection to runners. 

The lines must be useable in the dark.

The lines must not be able to be used by intruders.

         Plan:  

           Tall Wall line could be along the North side of the treeline North of the driveway, running 
              through the cow field along the treeline.

             It could be marked by a hanging piece of removable paper plate or removable white stick 
              marking the fall back and gate positions. 

            The line would end at the secondary defense position, Beer Bang.

           Short Wall line would run between the secondary defense position, Soda Pop, and the Short 
            wall. 

             There would be two lines, one traversing through the woods 
                 and a second quicker line running along the outside of the woods.

             The wood line could be marked by hanging pieces of removable paper plate
              that the runner could collect as he passed by them, thus obscuring the trail. 
             

            Special camouflaged vests would be available for the  gate guards to wear as the fall back to 
              their secondary positions.  This way they could wear their warm clothing and still be invisible.

            The wood trail would zig-zag some causing intruders to get lost.

               Some brush clearing would be needed with false branches added at the beginning of the trail.+

            The wood trail would begin with a fish line running horizontal twenty feet into the woods. 
             It would act as an invisible hand rail leading to the first paper plate.
            

Cost:   $5    
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Pros:

The system is simple and cheap. 

Cons:

            None
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